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Istanbul   Photo   Awards

Istanbul Photo Awards is an international photography contest organized by Anadolu Agency 
that aims to contribute to the sphere of news photography and offer the perspective that 
is shaped by Turkey’s unique position at the center of diverse cultures. The awards reward 
endeavors of courageous and talented photojournalists from around the world on merit. 

News photographs capture essential moments of our history and will be remembered for 
the rest of our lives. The Istanbul Photo Awards photo book encapsulates such key moments 
from 2014, including the Ebola outbreak and the ongoing Ukraine crisis. All the winning 
photographs have the power to engage people against diseases, wars and conflicts, and 
to familiarize them to different cultures. 

In addition to news photographs touching upon people’s lives, there are significant sports 
pictures from all around the world included in the book. Readers will witness lives of people 
from different regions and cultures, and get a glimpse of contemporary history through the 
winning photographs. The Istanbul Photo Awards 2014 received a lot of attention from 
photojournalists from all over the world. Almost 12,000 submissions from more than 100 
countries were sent to the contest.  

The photographs were assessed in four categories: Single News, Single Sports, Story News 
and Story Sports, by a jury in Istanbul on March 14-17, 2015. Winners were announced on 
March 18, 2015. 

We would like to thank again the jury, which consisted of respected professionals, for their 
kind contributions and taking out the time to select the winning photographs of the Istanbul 
Photo Awards 2014. 

Enjoy the photo book of Istanbul Photo Awards with its stunning images of news and sports 
events of 2014 along with their striking stories. When you see the photographs and read 
their stories, you will understand how they reflect the hard work and dedication of news 
photographers worldwide.

FOREWORD

From the largest Ebola outbreak in history to the conflict in Gaza and crisis in Ukraine, 2014 
was a year of dramatic developments. In order to reflect the best news photographs of 2014 
from around the world, Anadolu Agency has organized a well-managed, international 
photography contest - Istanbul Photo Awards. This was a competition through which news 
photographs communicated to all of humanity without the need of words.

Photojournalists are doing a great job all over the world for humanity. They are working for 
peace and human rights, highlighting people living below the poverty line, raising awareness 
about educational and child labor issues and much more. In this respect, I want to thank 
and express my gratitude to all the talented photographers who participated in the Istanbul 
Photo Awards. Their dedication and exceptionally fine work seamlessly combined many 
artistic traditions and techniques. It is an effort that reflects the important role played by the 
art of photography in the creative realm.

I would also like to thank the jury which has been made up of commendable professionals. 
We are grateful for their service and value their time and commitment they put into the 
Istanbul Photo Awards to make it a system of the merit. 

I hope this book will add to the quality of this competition, not only outliving it, but also 
honoring the talented photographers who were awarded for their precious images.

I would like to encourage you to spend some time with this book and invite you to take a long 
journey into the most impressive news photographs of 2014.

	 	 	 	 	 	 ŞENOL	KAZANCI
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PHOTO   OF  THE  YEAR  2014 

Ebola	Outbreak	in	Liberia
Monrovia, Liberia
Eight-year-old James Dorbor, suspected of having Ebola, is rushed by medical staff 
wearing protective clothing into the JFK Hospital’s Ebola treatment center on September 
5, 2014 in Monrovia, Liberia. Dorbor had been sick and showed symptoms of Ebola for the 
past 3-4 days, including extreme weakness, loss of appetite, diarrhea and vomiting. His 
father Edward first took the boy to the nearby S.O.S clinic for treatment, but being an 
ordinary hospital, medical staff there were too afraid to treat the boy. 

Edward then walked James to the JFK Hospital’s Ebola treatment facility nearby. That 
day the scene outside of the JFK was chaotic. One boy lay dead in the back of an ambulance, 
as three of his family members sat inside with the body. Two family members lay in 
the back of a taxi, unable to move. Others lay strewn on the dirt, underneath shelters, 
too weak to stand, while some lay on benches. James lay on the dirt outside the JFK 
center for hours waiting to be admitted. Edward fought hard to get his son to drink fluids 
but it was to no avail. At one point, James convulsed for a few minutes and then lay 
motionless. Onlookers gasped and Edward reacted, believing that his son had passed, 
but the boy still hung on for a few more hours. Later in the afternoon, the gates opened 
and the waiting people rushed into the clinic, leaving James on the ground as he was 
unable to move on his own. His father was too afraid to carry him as he only had a pair 
of gloves on and onlookers were already worried that he had had too much contact 
with his son. Edward ran to the heavy gate and beat on the door to get attention and 
informed them frantically of James’ condition. It took health workers some time to 
dress themselves in protective clothing and then rushed the boy inside once the area 
had been sprayed with chlorine. According to health officials, James passed away 
shortly after being admitted.

Daniel Berehulak /AUSTRALIA
Daniel Berehulak

/ photo  of  the  year   2014
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DANIEL    BEREHULAK   
Daniel Berehulak is a native of Sydney, Australia. He has visited over 50 countries covering 
historic events, including the Iraq war, the trial of Saddam Hussein, child labor issues in 
India, Afghanistan elections, the return of Benazir Bhutto to Pakistan, the aftermath of the 
2011 tsunami in Japan and the Chernobyl disaster.

Born to immigrant parents, he grew up on a farm outside of Sydney. At an early age, he 
worked on a farm and at his father’s refrigeration company. After graduating from 
university, his career as a photographer started humbly: he shot sports matches for a man 
who ran his business from his garage. In 2002, he started freelancing with Getty Images in 
Sydney, shooting mainly sports-related pictures.
 
From 2005 to 2009, he was based in London as a staff news photographer with Getty 
Images. He then shifted to New Delhi to advance Getty’s coverage of the subcontinent with 
a focus on the social and political instability of Pakistan and its neighbors.
 
In July 2013, he joined Reportage by Getty Images as a key represented photographer, to 
focus on a combination of long-term personal projects, breaking news and client assignments.

He is a regular contributor to The New York Times, TIME Magazine and Der Spiegel in 
particular and his work appears internationally in newspapers and magazines worldwide.

Photo of the Year is a special award within the news photograph category; 
it includes all single and news story images. The criteria for the award-winning 
image was that it should cover an unforgettable event of 2014. The image should 
have the power to mobilize people and it should be technically excellent.

Photo of the Year 2014 was awarded to Daniel Berehulak’s image titled “Ebola 
Outbreak of Liberia”, which deals with one of the most crucial events of 2014. His 
image of James Dorbor, 8, taken away by health officers a few hours before his 
death, became a symbol of the Ebola epidemic. Berehulak’s reportage on the 
outbreak made the world sit up and take notice of what was happening in West 
Africa.

 

 PHOTO    OF   THE   YEAR    2014 Istanbul  Photo  Awards  Photo  of  the  Year  2014  winner /  Daniel  Berehulak  
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that war; a strike against the Daesh threat whose horrific acts of aggression 
shocked the world; and finally, perhaps because of the need to escape all of 
that, the wholly modern affliction of Internet addiction.
Though Turkey has a strong visual culture, the Istanbul Photo Awards is now 
the first major photography competition in the region. With these awards it is 
the vision of Anadolu Agency to encourage and connect with photographers 
throughout the Middle East in order to bring their stories to a wider 
global audience.

Being part of a jury is a rewarding experience because it is an inherently 
democratic process. Each person’s point of view has equal value and weight.  
What made the judging in Istanbul all the more special was the distinguished 
pool of talent brought together by Ahmet Sel, Visual  News Editor in  Chief  at 
Anadolu Agency, also an esteemed photographer and member of the jury.
 
We had spirited, thought-provoking dialogue about the pictures. When 
we disagreed, we talked about why and respectfully listened to each 
other’s arguments.
 
Perhaps, most memorably, during communal breakfasts, lunches and dinners, 
stories and reminiscences flowed. I feel extremely privileged to have spent 
time with this exceptional group of photographers and editors who have 
made such significant and long-lasting contributions as visual journalists. 
I was inspired by what was shared and felt recharged imagining all that is 
possible.
 
Thank you to the other members of the jury which included: legendary French 
war photographer Patrick Chauvel; Turkish photojournalist Fırat Yurdakul; 
former photojournalist and Senior Director for Entertainment and Partnerships 
at Getty Images, Georges De Keerle; French documentary photographer and 
recipient of the Visa D’or Feature Award 2014, Guillaume Herbaut; founder 
of the Shanghai Center of Photography (SCOP), and a former Pulitzer Prize 
winning photojournalist, Liu Heung Shing; 25-year veteran of the German 
magazine Stern’s foreign desk, Harald Menk; and Agence France-Presse’s 
Director of Photo Business Development, and also a former photojournalist, 
Michel Scotto.

We were nine international professionals of varied but vast experience gathered 
together by Turkey’s Anadolu Agency to judge the first Istanbul Photo Awards. 
Over two long days in March, we looked through thousands of pictures taken 
by some of the world’s best news photographers. We narrowed, debated 
and voted in order to select 11 winning photographers.

It can be hard to explain why a photograph resonates. A singular moment in 
time is snapped, an emotional response results. Though this can be a 
subjective reaction – the goal of a jury is to seek consensus. We look for what 
is universal and transcendent, a larger insight revealed.
 
To that end, we agreed that Daniel Berehulak’s poignant photograph of a Liberian 
8-year old Ebola victim being carried shortly before his death deserves the 
highest recognition. This picture forces us to stop and take notice.

It never ceases to amaze me that photojournalists propel themselves into 
places that most people struggle to escape. Risking his life for 14 weeks 
straight on assignment for The New York Times, shooting under the most 
extreme conditions imaginable, Daniel Berehulak produced a profoundly 
moving and historic body of work. The impact of this particular image, however, 
was most immediate and visceral. There is a heart-breaking vulnerability 
exposed on this child’s face, rendering a distant crisis so much more real.

Other pictures awarded included a First Place Prize for News Single, which 
went to Magnum photographer Jérôme Sessini for his photograph of a 
victim of the Malaysian Airlines crash lying quietly in a wheat field in Eastern 
Ukraine. The Second Place Prize went to Turkish photographer Bulent Kilic 
who captured two  Daesh fighters nearly engulfed by a fireball after U.S. 
airstrikes hit their position in the Syrian town of Kobani. The Third Place Prize 
went to Fernando Moleres for a photograph of a boy with wires strapped to 
his head receiving treatment for Internet and gaming addiction at a facility in 
China.

At the end of the deliberations, we agreed that these unforgettable images 
depict the most important news stories of 2014 and will be remembered for 
years to come: a horrific plague that ravaged West Africa; a civilian 
aircraft unwittingly thrust into the Ukrainian conflict, marking a turning point in 

Alice Gabriner
International Photo Editor,
TIME Magazine
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1ST PRIZE / Jérôme Sesini
2ND PRIZE / Bülent Kılıç
3RD PRIZE / Fernando Moleres
FINALISTS / John Moore
 / William Daniels

East	Ukraine	Conflict
Ukraine
Remains of Flight MH17 and the bodies of passengers

single   news 1ST PRIZE  

JÉRÔME SESSINI    FRANCE

/  single    news

15



Jérôme Sessini / France / Single	News	1ST Prize 17



2ND PRIZE / Bülent Kılıç

Standing	Near	Explosion	in	Kobani
Turkey
Daesh militants stand near the Turkish border on 
October 23, as an air strike hits Tilsehir hill in Syria.

single   news 2ND PRIZE  

bulent KILIC    TURKEY

/  single    news

19



Bülent Kılıç / Turkey / Single	News	2ND	Prize 21



Rehabilitating	Internet	Gaming	Addicts
China
Lu Jun Song (13) is given an EEG test upon arrival at 
a treatment center to follow his cerebral activity.

single   news 3RD PRIZE  

FERNANDO   MOLERES    SPAIN

3RD PRIZE / Fernando Moleres

/  single    news
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Fernando Moleres / Spain / Single	News	3RD	Prize 25



Blue	Room
Liberia
Omu Fereneh stands over her husband Ibrahim after he fell unconscious in an Ebola 
holding center on August 15, 2014 in the West Point township of Monrovia, Liberia.

FINALIST/  John    Moore    USA

Violence	in	C.A.R	
Central African Republic
A Christian soldier from the national army, wounded in fighting with 
Seleka rebels, waits to be treated in Bangui.

FINALIST/  WILLIAM     DANIELS   FRANCE
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1ST PRIZE / Oliver Weiken
2ND PRIZE / Andres Kudacki
3RD PRIZE / Arash Khamooshi
FINALISTS / Maxim Dondyuk
 / Valery Melnikov 2014	Gaza	War

Palestine
Life in Gaza under Israeli siege

sTORY   news 1ST PRIZE  

OLIVER WEIKEN    GERMANY

/  sTORY    news
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A collapsed minaret of a destroyed mosque in Gaza City.

Al-Shifa Hospital, Gaza. The morgue of Al-Shifa Hospital in Gaza City.

Rescue workers retrieve a body buried under the Al-Qassam mosque fol-
lowing an overnight Israeli airstrike in Nuseirat, central Gaza Strip.

Palestinian paramedics carry a man through the overcrowded emergency 
room of Kamal Adwan Hospital in Beit Lahia.

The morgue of the Shifa hospital in Gaza City.

Shuja’iyya neighborhood in eastern Gaza City. Palestinians search the debris of a house destroyed by an Israeli airstrike 
for survivors in Al-Shati refugee camp, northern Gaza City.

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

Oliver Weiken / Germany / Story	News	1ST Prize30 31



Palestinians mourn the death of a relative, who died when a UN school used 
as a shelter for internally displaced people came under Israeli fire in the Kamal 
Adwan hospital, Beit Lahia, northern Gaza. 

A Palestinian family who fled their home en route to shelter in a UN school 
in Khan Younis, central Gaza.
 

The morgue of Al-Shifa Hospital, Gaza City.

Palestinians look on as rescue workers try to retrieve bodies buried under the 
Al-Qassam mosque following an overnight Israeli airstrike in Nuseirat, central 
Gaza Strip.

An unexploded Israeli tank shell outside Beit Hanoun, northern Gaza Strip.

An UN school which was transformed into a shelter in Gaza City. A young Palestinian girl on a hospital bed in the emergency room of Kamal 
Adwan hospital in Beit Lahia.

09 10 11 12

13 14 15

Oliver Weiken / Germany / Story	News	1ST Prize32 33



2ND PRIZE / Andres Kudacki

National	Housing	Crisis:	Evictions
Spain
With unemployment at over 26%, widespread wage cuts 
and precarious work conditions, thousands in Spain have 
been unable to make mortgage payments or pay rent 
and are facing evictions. Others have fallen victim to the 
real estate speculation that linked private companies with 
the government, forcing the expropriation of their own houses. 
In Madrid, the most vulnerable members of society are 
suffering under the government’s austerity measures; the 
property assets of the state’s social housing companies, 
meant to provide housing alternatives for people in need, 
are being sold off to private investors. This work explores 
the relationship between people and their homes, and 
how they face the evictions.

sTORY   news 2ND PRIZE  

ANDRES   KUDACKI      ARGENTINA

/  sTORY    news
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Riot police break into Antonio Argonia Suarez’s Madrid apartment to evict him. Raquel de Cadiz Escudero, 30 (right) and her mother-in-law, Carmen Escudero Garcia, 59, 
cry as they wait for the police to evict Raquel’s family in Madrid.

Police arrive to evict 53-year-old Andres Gonzalez Manzano in Madrid. Gonzalez, a former 
construction worker and security guard, is unemployed and has a disability.

Mercedes Pincay, 50 years old, empties her apartment through the back door as riot 
police surround to evict her and her partner in Madrid.

Andres Kudacki / Argentina / Story	News	2ND	Prize36 37



Veronica Labradas, center, stands outside her apartment with her belongings as activists 
help her to move out after the police evict her and her family in Madrid

Labradas, left, stands outside her apartment with her belongings as a man helps 
her to move out after police evicted her and her family in Madrid.
 

Carmen Martinez Ayuso, 85, cries during her eviction in Madrid, Friday, Nov. 21, 2014. 

Andres Kudacki / Argentina / Story	News	2ND	Prize

Housing-rights activists shout to police and kick squad cars after officers arrested a 
campaigner and evicted Carmen Martinez Ayudo, 85, in Madrid.
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Claudia, a room mate of 53-year-old Andres Gonzalez Manzano sits outside with her 
belongings after they were evicted in Madrid.

Luis Dominguez Quintana, 77 and disabled, picks up his crutches as police enter his apartment 
to evict him in Madrid.

Andres Kudacki / Argentina / Story	News	2ND	Prize

Friends and activists carry pictures and bags as they help Veronica Labradas to 
move out after the police evicted her and her family in Madrid.
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3RD PRIZE / Arash Khamooshi

A	Story	of	a	Last-Minute	Act	of	
Forgiveness
Iran
Iran is among the three countries with the highest 
execution rate in the world. Some of these executions 
are public. In December 2007, Abdollah, a 17-year-old 
boy, was killed in a street brawl in the Wednesday Market of 
Nour (Mazandaran, Iran) by Balal, his childhood friend. 
Balal was charged with murder. The complicated 
prosecution took seven years until he was sentenced to 
death. Balal was due to be executed in the early morning of 
April 15, 2014. But moments before the sun rose, Samera 
Alinejad, the victim’s mother, decided to pardon Balal in 
return for a slap to his face instead of pulling the chair from 
underneath his feet. In Islamic law executions must be 
carried out before sunrise. After the images of this act of 
forgiveness were published, the lives of about 25 other 
murder convicts were spared.
 

sTORY   news 3RD PRIZE  

ARASH   KHAMOoSHI     IRAN

/  sTORY    news
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Arash Khamooshi / Iran / Story	News	3RD	Prize44 45



Arash Khamooshi / Iran / Story	News	3RD	Prize46 47



Arash Khamooshi / Iran / Story	News	3RD	Prize48 49



FINALIST/ Maxim Dondyuk

Euromaidan:	Culture	of	Confrontation	
Ukraine
November 21, 2013 was the starting point of Euromaidan. 
By the evening, after the announcement by the president 
of Ukraine to suspend the signing of an association agreement 
with the European Union, thousands of opponents of this 
decision came to Maidan Nezalezhnosti. It was a completely 
peaceful protest by Ukrainian citizens in support of the 
EU. A number of consecutive errors by the government 
changed the course of events. A bloody crackdown on 
protesters, trying to clean Euromaidan and provocative 
actions led to millions of Ukrainians gathering in the main 
square of the country to defend their human rights and 
overthrow the existing power elite. 
Euromaidan turned into a real performance, a battle of 
opposites. Good and evil, light and shadow, thick black 
smoke and whiteness of the February snow. On this 
revolutionary canvas, bloody scenes interwove with 
incredibly beautiful views. Euromaidan became one of 
the most beautiful revolutions, like a scene from a 
Hollywood film.
In my photos I tried to show the scale of all that happened 
in the center of the country. Very often I lost the line 
between reality and fiction. In one moment the battle 
scenes reminded me of terrible days in previous wars. 
Another frosty, fiery battle turned Maidan Nezalezhnosti into 
a phantasmagoric place. Carefree, obstreperous Kiev 
completely lost its familiar features.

sTORY   news FINALIST  

maXIM   DONDYUK     UKRAINE

/  sTORY    news
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Tents burn during another assault on Maidan, Kiev, Feb. 2014.

01 02 04

05 06
Protesters try to clear the road and take away a burned bus on Hrushevskoho Street, 
under heavy fire.

07
The central entrance to Lobonovskogo Stadium after clashes between
protesters and riot police.

08

Maxim Dondyuk / Ukraine / Story	News	Finalist

Clashes between riot police and protesters during an attempt to block the 
parliament of Ukraine

A protester lights a Molotov cocktail during clashes with police in central
Kiev, Jan. 2014

A protester carries a burning car tire closer to riot-police cordon in the center of Kiev.

03
After clashes with protesters, riot police protect an armored car which 
removes burned buses.

For a few days barricades burned on Hrushevskoho Street, all the time replenished with 
new tires.
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Morning on Hrushevskoho Street after night of flaming tires and Molotov cocktails.
09 10 11 12

Maxim Dondyuk / Ukraine / Story	News	Finalist

13 14 15

Confrontation between riot police and protesters on Shelkovichna Street
during the storming of the parliament.

Riot policeman fires a pump-action gun while standing on a burned-out 
truck during confrontation. 

Protester hurls a burning car tire at riot-police cordon in the center of Kiev.

Police and riot squads rest in Maidan after clashes in central Kiev, 19 Feb. 2014.Confrontation between riot police and protesters on Shelkovichna Street 
during the storming of the parliament.

The central entrance of Lobonovskogo Stadium after night of clashes 
between protesters and riot police.
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FINALIST/ Valery Melnikov

Ukraine
The conflict in Ukraine between pro-Russia rebels and 
the national army led the country to the full-scale hostilities. 
Summer became the bloodiest time for the strategic city 
of Luhansk. Local citizens were besieged there for three 
months with no water or electricity, but with constant 
shelling over their heads. According to the Federal 
Migration Service, more than 800,000 Ukrainian citizens 
have been displaced. The fate of others is to live every 
single day like it is their last. Despite several cease-fires 
and initiatives to resolve the conflict, neither side is ready 
to lay down its arms.

sTORY   news FINALIST  

VALERY  MELNIKOV    RUSSIA

/  sTORY    news

57



A local resident killed during an air attack on Luhanskaya village.Civilians escape from a fire at a house destroyed in an air attack on Luhanskaya village. A woman escapes from a fire during an artillery attack in Krasnodon highway in 
Luhansk region

Valery Melnikov / Russia / Story	News	Finalist

Citizens in the village of Luhanskaya after the air attack 
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A house destroyed during an air attack on the village of Luhanskaya. A local resident in his yard after the air attack. Pro-Russia rebel opens fire near the Krasnyi Partizan checkpoint.Refugee family and their child in a bus at the Izvarino border crossing.

Valery Melnikov / Russia / Story	News	Finalist60 61



A resident of Luhansk arrested for violating curfew while the city was patrolled by the 
pro-Russia rebels belonging to the self-proclaimed Luhansk People’s Republic.

Pro-Russia rebel sleeping in barracks located in the city of Luhansk. Ukrainian soldier captured by pro-Russia rebels.Pro-Russia rebel near the Metallist checkpoint.Pro-Russia rebel trying to catch a cell phone signal near the frontline.

Valery Melnikov / Russia / Story	News	Finalist62 63



1ST PRIZE / Hangst Matthias
2ND PRIZE / Roman Vondrous
3RD PRIZE / Sam Ruttyn
FINALISTS / Vladimir Rys 
 / Pedro Luis Ajuriaguerra Saiz

Brazil
Lionel Messi of Argentina controls the ball against Josip 
Drmic (L), Fabian Schar (2nd L), Stephan Lichtsteiner 
(2nd R) and Ricardo Rodriguez of Switzerland during the 
2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil Round 16 match at the Arena 
de Sao Paulo on July 1, 2014 in Sao Paulo.

SIngLE  SPORTS 1ST PRIZE  

Hangst   Matthias    GERMANY
Messi

/  SIngle    SPORTS    PRIZE
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Hangst Matthias / Germany / Single	Sports	1ST Prize 67



The	End	of	Hopes
Czech Republic
Josef Bartos falling from his horse at a race meeting in 
Pardubice, the Czech Republic.

SIngLE  SPORTS 2ND PRIZE  

ROMAN  Vondrous   CZECH REPUBLIC

2ND PRIZE / Roman Vondrous

/  sINGLE  SPORTS  2ND     PRIZE
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Roman Vondrous / Czech Republic / Single	Sports	2ND	Prize 71



FIFA	World	Cup
Brazil
The football does not stop on Copacabana beach as 
thousands of soccer fans from all over the world celebrate 
the greatest game of all during the 2014 FIFA World Cup.

SIngLE  SPORTS 3RD PRIZE  

SAM   RUTTYN      AUSTRALIA

3RD PRIZE / Sam Ruttyn

/  sINGLE  SPORTS  3rD     PRIZE
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Sam Ruttyn / Australia / Single	Sports	3RD	Prize 75



Travelers	
Spain
Triathletes swim in the estuary of Bilbao, Spain during the Triathlon 
Championship held in May 2014. 

Out	of	Control
Australia
Kamui Kobayashi of Japan and Caterham goes off the track after his crash with 
Felipe Massa of Brazil and Williams during the Australian Formula One Grand 
Prix at Albert Park Circuit on March 16, 2014 in Melbourne, Australia.

FINALIST/  VLADIMIR   RYS    CZECH REBUPLIC FINALIST/  Pedro   Luis   Ajuriaguerra   Saiz  SPAIN
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1ST PRIZE / Javid Nikpour  
2ND PRIZE / Reza Golchin 
3RD PRIZE / Javid Nikpour
FINALISTS / Konstantin Chalabov
 / Romi Perbawa Romi Wrestling	Competition	During	the	

Incheon	Asian	Games	2014
An	Overview
South Korea

STORY  SPORTS 1ST PRIZE  

JAVID   NIKPOUR    IRAN

/  STORY   SPORTS    PRIZE
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01	Referee Jaxykulov Bakhytzhan from Kazakhstan waits to start the men’s 
Greco-Roman 98kg final between Mehdi Aliyari (IRI) and Xiao Di (CHN).
02	Aliyari, after winning against Xiao

03 Aliyari after winning
04 The men’s Greco-Roman 59kg bronze-medal match between Tian 
Qiye (CHN) and Kim Youngjn (KOR)

Javid Nickpour / Iran / Story	Sports	1ST Prize	

01 04

0302
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05 The men’s Greco-Roman 59 kg bronze medal between Tian Qiye (CHN) 
and Kim Youngjn (KOR). 
06 The winner of the men’s Greco-Roman 80kg final Akhlaghi (IRI) after 
defeating Tsurumaki (JPN)
 

07 New champion in the men’s Greco-Roman 71kg wrestling 
category Jung Ji-hyun (KOR) after winning the final against Turdiev (UZB)
08 The men’s Greco-Roman 80 kg bronze medal between Jafar Khan 
(QAT) and Saldadze Besiki (UZB)

05

06

08

07
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2ND PRIZE / Reza Golchin

Fighting	Cocks
Spain
Fighting cocks are roosters that participate in the bloodsport 
of cockfighting. Two roosters (cocks), or more accurately 
gamecocks, are held in a ring. In a cockfight, the two roosters 
fight each other to the death while people place bets. The 
cocks fight until ultimately one of them dies or is critically 
injured. These roosters are called Lari roosters (Khoros Lari). 
Their homeland is Persia (Iran and Afghanistan). The rooster 
can grow as tall as 60-90 centimeters and weigh between 
four-to-six kilograms. They are very aggressive animals.
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3RD PRIZE / Javid Nickpour
3RD PRIZE  

sTORY   sports

Challenge	The	Bars
South Korea
The 2014 Asian Games was a multi-sport event celebrated in 
Incheon, South Korea from September 19 – October 4, 2014, 
with 439 events in 36 sports and disciplines featured in the 
Games. There are 49 competition venues and 48 training 
facilities that will be used during the Games. Among the 49 
competition venues, ten venues featured in six cities of 
Gyeonggi Province while another two featured in Chungju and 
Seoul. The rest of the venues featured in eight district and a 
county inside the metropolitan city of Incheon. Gymnastics at 
the 2014 Asian Games was held at Namdong Gymnasium. 
Gymnasts competed in the horizontal and parallel bars 
during the men’s individual final.
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FINALIST / Konstantin  Chalabov

Light	and	Shade
Russia
Young gymnasts and acrobats while preparing for 
competitions in ‘Manege’, the only gym for artistic 
gymnastics in Veliky Novgorod, Russia.
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FINALIST / Romi Perbawa Romi

The	Riders	of	Destiny
Indonesia
On the Indonesian island of Sumbawa, horse racing is a 
major part of the local culture. But unlike horse racing in 
many other parts of the world, the jockeys here are 
children between the ages of five and nine years old. 
Being a child jockey often runs in the family, and children 
frequently learn to ride a horse as soon as they can walk.
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For the first year it’s very remarkable and I think it will only mean very 
positive things for what you can be doing in the future and I feel very 
proud to be part of that first jury.

    Alice Gabriner

“
” 

I was excited to be part of the jury and that I think also thought the 
quality of the photographs was surprisingly good.

  Liu Heung Shing

“ ” 
Anadolu Agency is a great partner of Getty Images. 
I am very proud to work with them. I think the Istanbul Photo Awards 
represented the excellence of photography.

  Georges De Keerle

“
” 
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